Major Exploration Academy: Identifying Interests

3 activities I really like to do:
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________

3 activities I think are boring:
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________

Imagine you have 3 lives to live. What would you spend your time doing? Give a detailed description of what you would do (you don’t need to give a specific job title). Example: Have my own restaurant where I can plan a menu and spend time cooking as well as interacting with customers. Once established I would spend time traveling to discover new exotic recipes.

1. __________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________

If I had no schedule or financial limitations, this is how I’d like to spend...
... a day_____________________________________________________
... a week_________________________________________________________________
... a year_________________________________________________________________

I prefer to work with (check those that apply): _____people _____data _____ideas _____things

What classes or subjects fascinate you?

If you won the lottery, what might you do (after the initial celebration, travel, etc.)?

What accomplishment are you most proud of?

What would you go out and do if you knew you would not fail?

What are your goals and dreams? Both short and long term.